
 

  



Shoe Bags 

by Everything Pudding 

You Will Need: 

2-24” pieces of ½” ribbon for 

drawstrings 

1-30 ½” x 16” piece of fabric for the 

bag 

1-1/2” piece of ¼” white twill tape 

 

Directions: 

1. Finish the sides of the drawstring casing. Make a cut ½” in and 2 ¼’ down on all four 

sides (refer to diagram). 

 



Fold down ¼” and press. 

 
Then fold this over ¼” and press. 

 
Stich in the middle (about 1/8” on either side). 

 
Do this for all four sides. 



2. Create the drawstring casing. Fold down ¼” on a one of the short edges. 

 
Now fold this down 1” and press again. 

 

 



Stitch 1/8” from lower edge of casing on the wrong side. Do this for the other side. 

 
3. Sew side seams with French seams. To do so fold fabric in half with wrong sides together 

and sew a ¼” seam on both sides. 

 
 



Trim seams to 1/8”. 

 
Turn so the right sides are together. Press. Stitch both sides using a ¼” seam. 

 
Turn right side out and press. 

 



4. Stitch two dividing seams. Find the center using a ruler and pin a straight line in the 

center from the bottom up to 1” from the bottom of the casing. 

 
 



Mark the stopping point of your seam (1” from bottom of the casing) and remove the top 

most pin. Place the ½” piece of twill tape inside the bag just below that pin marking the 

stopping point of your seam. Pin in place. 

 
Stitch a seam from bottom to 1” below bottom of casing (marked with a pin) just to the 

left of your pins (take out the pins as you go). Reinforce at both ends. 

 



Stitch a second seam 1/8” to the right of your first seam from bottom up, reinforcing at 

both ends. 

 
5. Fray check both ends of each piece of ribbon and allow to dry. Thread each piece of 

ribbon through one of the casings using a safety pin. Knot ribbon together at both ends. 

 
 



6. You’re done, now go make some more! 

 

  



Notes: 

1. I chose to use ribbon for my drawstrings 

because it’s easier and we had ribbon to use up. I also 

didn’t have enough fabric to make fabric drawstrings. 

However if you would like to make drawstrings 

using either the fabric for the bag or a coordinating 

fabric you can do so using the following directions:  

Cut 2-2”x 25” pieces of fabric. Fold down ½” 

on each end of the drawstrings pieces and press. Now 

fold the drawstring lengthwise in half (wrong sides together) and press. Open the fabric 

and fold to the middle and press. Finally fold in half and press. Stitch with 1/8” seam on 

all sides. Do this for the other drawstring piece. Knot the ends and thread following the 

directions in step 4. 

2. The two seams dividing the bag in half are not required so these can be skipped if 

desired. 

3. The ribbon doesn’t have to ½”, this is just what I had on hand for the first one I made and 

I liked it that way. Anything up to 5/8” wide will work, anything wider would need a 

bigger casing. 

4. To cut out my fabric I made a “pattern piece” out of some construction paper. Alternately 

you could cut on a cutting mat or even draw the outline on your fabric. 

5. This bag will fit my 2 ½” heels in size 9s. When making a bag for higher heels add an 

extra 1” in fabric width for each extra ½” of heel. 

6. I also made a bag for a pair of flats using a piece of fabric 30 ½” x 13”. You can see the 

size difference in the picture below: 

 
This tutorial is the property of Everything Pudding and is for personal use only 

http://everythingpudding.wordpress.com/2014/07/04/tutorial-shoe-bags/

